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INTRO
If a police officer knocked on your door and asked you
to come down to the station for a lineup in a suspected
murder case, you would likely refuse to comply.
Unfortunately for the majority of US citizens,
we no longer have that option.
Most American’s don’t realize that our faces

from every major social media site in order

are being used in police lineups on a daily

to create an enormous database of images.

basis without our consent or knowledge.

The only thing someone has to do is simply

This is happening in part thanks to the de-

upload an image to the Clearview AI app

velopment of biometric surveillance, par-

and every photo is returned with links to

ticularly facial recognition. You might be

their original publication. Clearview AI app

wondering how police have access to your

is currently being utilized by authorities

biometric data. Everyone with a driver’s

ranging from local police, F.B.I. and the De-

license or social media presence is affect-

partment of Homeland Security. It has been

ed by the largely unregulated use of facial

used to match suspects in cases ranging

surveillance that violates our constitutional

from shoplifting, credit card fraud and child

right to privacy.

exploitation. While that may sound like a
huge step forward for policing techniques,
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The FBI and local police did not suddenly

we must consider the fact that this technol-

become fledgling innovators in the tech-

ogy is susceptible to algorithmic bias lead-

nology sector. They are utilizing a product

ing to false matches and arrests.

called Clearview AI (www.clearviewai.com),

Clearview AI is not the only company

whose founder scraped billions of photos

working on problematic facial recognition
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products. Faception is a company actively

and free will. We will have little to no con-

working with other companies during the

trol over the accuracy or interpretation of

hiring process that claim to be able to pre-

the output, with no recourse for the con-

dict certain personality traits such as work

sequences. What we initially invite into

ethic, intelligence and aptitude of potential

our lives for convenience, unlocking your

job candidates all based on their facial data.

phone with your face for instance, could

Harkening back to phrenology, a debunked

eventually lead to life altering challenges

pseudoscience.

that take tremendous effort to overcome.
This issue is particularly important to

What happens when Clearview AI and

me because I am currently a designer at a

Faception stakeholders decide that profit

technology company with a responsibility

margins need inflating and force a decision

to know and potentially influence how this

to take these applications into the public

technology is being used.

sector? Imagine a world where you can
download these products from the App or

RESEARCH QUESTION

How might we use
critical design to call
attention to the hidden
yet ubiquitous surveillance technologies that
are violating our rights
to privacy?

Google Play store. You walk into a bar and
spot someone attractive, then after discreetly snapping an image of their face, you
suddenly have access to a huge pool of data
including arrest records, professional background and salary, as well as every other
image posted of them online. You walk into
a job interview and have interviewers predict their return on investment based solely
on mathematical equations derived from
your face. Approaching a friend’s apartment
for a dinner party and being denied access
to the building because the apartment security camera has detected someone it deems
a potential threat and you have no way to
refute this claim.
Our faces will act as a funhouse mirror into
our pasts and future, limiting our privacy
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VALUE PROPOSITION
It’s clear that we need a tool to be used in
opposition to the emerging products using
facial data as a weapon against us. We need
protection. I will set out to make a product that offers users a way to thwart facial
recognition technology, attempting to also
point out that the eventual solution will be
made by those who created the problem.
Those in the tech elite, often outside the
marginalized communities impacted by the
algorithmic bias inherent in facial recognition technology, will be the only communities with access to a solution. Those who
need it most will be left behind.
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SECONDARY RESEARCH
The secondary research informing this project helped to further
narrow my list of stakeholders and inspire the eventual output.
They covered a wide range of media and content from academic
papers to exhibitions and everything in between. Particularly
interesting to me and the article that inspired this project was
Claire Garvey’s Perpetual Lineup, where she uncovered the fact
that police are using our drivers licenses to perform lineups
without our consent. This software is used to match our faces.
Predictive facial analysis software utilized

people’s faces to trick the surveillance

by Faception reminded me of phrenology,

mechanisms. I looked to nature for queues

a debunked pseudoscience popular in the

on camouflage design and stress responses

early 20th century. Phrenology claimed that

- in particular the cuttlefish which uses a

it could predict attributes like intelligence

unique system of layered pigmentation to

and morality based on facial features and

evade predators and temporarily stun prey.

head shape but was often used to perpet-

I wondered if I could create a system that

uate racist and sexist ideals. History is

gave humans a similar ability.

repeating itself with these new emerging
facial data techniques.

From nature, I turned to science fiction novels and was inspired by imagined dystopias
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After reading about this research, I started

and their use of biometrics for surveillance

to wonder if there was a way that we could

and control. David Eggers in The Circle

camouflage ourselves from this techno-

(Eggers 2014) describes a scenario where a

logical surveillance - a way to use other

startup company is pitching an idea for a
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new security camera feature to be used by apartment complexes where it could identify individuals with criminal records as they approached. It is meant to alert the inhabitants of
potential threats. With the emergence of Clearview AI, these hypothetical futures become
seemingly imminent.
Knowing that I wanted to create a piece of critical design, I began looking at similar artists
who have taken on this topic and was intrigued by Adam Harvey’s work. CV Dazzle was
particularly interesting to me as it utilized makeup and styling techniques on wearers in
order to confuse facial recognition algorithms. Leo Selvaggio’s URME Personal Surveillance Identity Prosthetic was especially intriguing to me. In this project, users could buy 3D
printed copies of Selvaggio’s face to be worn as a mask in public.

KEY FINDINGS
• Companies are harvesting our facial data by scraping images
from social media platforms.
• Local Police and FBI are using facial recognition products to
perform suspect lineups without our consent or knowledge.
• Companies are basing hiring decisions using predictive facial
analysis technologies to determine behavioral and physiological
characteristics of potential candidates.
• Minority populations are most affected by the inherent bias in
algorithmic biotechnology and are also the ones who will be
excluded from an eventual solution.
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STAKEHOLDERS
The stakeholders for my product will intentionally be 1% US early technology adopters. I
want to create a product that excludes those who need it most, in order to highlight the fact
that those privileged enough to be part of the problem will create a solution for themselves
first, leaving underserved communities to fend for themselves.
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PRIMARY RESEARCH
The goal when entering into the primary research phase was to
understand inherent problems and opportunities currently
being explored with facial recognition data. To understand motives,
attitudes and concerns from those currently working on facial
recognition products.

METHODOLOGY
In order to find out more about what is
happening on the tech side, I sat down
with designers, engineers and researchers
who are actively involved in the creation of
applications leveraging facial recognition. I
asked them a range of questions and below
are some of their responses:

“I’m doing research on
this now where I’ve seen
bias in a lot of the algorithms that are used in
sentencing and the characteristics of those people
whether today look like
where they’re from what
their race”
Expert interview | UX Researcher at Google
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“Algorithms are objective, but ultimately it’s still
people like you and me who write them so by
definition they can’t be objective.”
Expert interview | Engineer at Google

“I'm in support of facial recognition when it's used in
a very binary way - matching a person that's in the
world with the database that has that person's face
but I'm against it trying to draw connections basedon
their facial features and the likelihood they're going to
commit a crime.”
Expert interview | UX Designer at Google

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. What applications are you working on that leverage biometric
data?
2. In the future, how much will we be able to learn from facial
recognition analysis?

KEY FINDINGS
• Algorithms written for facial recognition tracking are inherently
biased due to the fact that they are written by human beings.
• Attitudes in the tech community surrounding facial recognition
and biometrics vary greatly. Most feel that personally identifiable
information should never be stored or used outside of a users’
explicit consent.
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3. Are you comfortable making payments with facial recognition
software?
4. How do you feel about the government using facial data to do
police lineups?
5. Do you think companies should be required to tell users they
are using facial recognition?
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I D E AT I O N
When I secured the key stakeholders and had a better
understanding of the biometric surveillance landscape for this
project, I began my work by ideating potential solutions to this
problem. My first exercise was mind mapping where I created a
categorical brain tree to uncover hidden and overlooked outputs
from the use of biometric surveillance. This exercise helped to free
me of tunnel vision and expand my thinking to new modalities.

RAPID IDEA GENERATION
I sketched as quickly as I could to start to get ideas out. Most of the output from this process were humorous at best, but a couple of gems stood out, namely a wearable helmet with
LED fixtures allowing users to customize their output modes.
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ALTERNATIVE LED MATRICES 4X4X4 CUBE

CREATING CAMOFLOUGE WITH LIGHT

One of my original ideas was to create a wearable lattice of LED’s. Creating a small 4X4X4

Experimentation with materials was a natural next step in the design process. I made a

mockette immediately revealed to me how unscalable this idea was. What I found is that

mini- 3x3 LED matrix and experimented with different diffusion materials to see if I could

the end product is interesting but the connections end up being very fragile and unstable,

mimic the cuttlefish’s skin qualities. Instead of using pigment, I used light.

so creating something wearable would create an infinite amount of problems that would
be nearly impossible to troubleshoot. In turn, I would need a more durable and scalable
solution. Fortunately, I found this out early on in the process.
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PROTOTYPING PROCESS
Iteration was the most significant theme when it came to designing
this product and it involved a synthesis of every skill that I’ve honed
over my past 3 years at New York University (NYU). Each step in the
process involved many failures in order to get a desired result. I built
two complete helmets, the latter improving upon the design of the
former.

SKETCHING

3D MODELING

TOOLS | Pencil and Paper

TOOLS | Fusion 360

Knowing that I wanted to create an art

The first step in 3D modeling was climbing

piece incorporating LEDs that completely

the very steep learning curve of Fusion 360.

enclosed the head and face, leaving no per-

Knowing what you want to make is not the

sonally identifiable information detectable

same as knowing how to make it. Even-

by facial recognition technology, I began

tually, I was able to model a multi-layered

sketching several iterations of a hardware

helmet. The first layer would be the base of

helmet. Each helmet is encrusted with

the helmet and require precisely measured

custom LED matrices that would mimic the

ridges that the LED strips could slide into.

cuttlefishes pigment-based camouflage.

The inner layer would hide the circuitry,

I decided on a helmet because not only

microcontroller and battery components

would it hide the head and face but it was

and create a surface suitable for foam pads

also symbolic for protection and security.

to be attached. The outer layer would be for
light diffusion and help to create an overall
polished look.
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PLA 3D PRINTING &
ASSEBLING THE BASE

LED & CIRCUIT SOLDERING

CIRCUIT DESIGN

TOOLS | Esp32 IDE ArtNet DMX512

Tools | Paper, Scissors, Fabric Tape & LED

TOOLS | Ulimakers, Sodium

Soldering is a time consuming yet medita-

Strips (1000)

Bicarbonate, and Superglue

tive process, that by now, I have expert level

With the base model printed, I then began

After building rough models, I began 3D

skill. With so many LEDs, I had to be sure I

designing the LED and microcontroller

printing. I had never 3D printed anything

was juicing everything evenly so I jumped

circuit. Before cutting any actual LEDs (they

before this process and quickly realized

the power at every section of lights. This

are expensive) I made a paper mock of each

how insanely tedious and error-prone the

is why it’s good to have a thorough circuit

strip and laid it on the helmet shell. That

experience was. Luckily, NYU’s Maker

plan before construction.

way I could be sure of the exact length of

Space offers 3D printing. The upside is that

each strip before cutting into the LED spool.

I was able to print an infinite amount of

This process takes hours but helps to keep

the models for free. The downside is that

expenses low by making fewer mistakes.

competition for the machines is steep and
having to contend with other students was
as big a factor in this process as the machines are finicky. After hundreds of hours
of printing and many failed prints, I finally
had the pieces to the helmet complete and
could begin assembling.
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It’s important to note
that each layer was
modeled, printed and
remodeled at least twice
in order to get them just
right. I cannot stress
enough how important
iteration was throughout
the entire process.

With the mock paper strips cut, I could
then calculate how many individual lights
it would take to cover the entire helmet.
When cutting the LED strips, I made sure
to cut every strip at an odd number. That
way, I could line the center LED up in the
centerline of the helmet and get a perfectly
aligned grid for applying seamless animation later in the process. It was so exciting
to see and smell LEDs again.
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PROGRAMMING &
DEBUGGING
TOOLS | Arduino IDE and Resolume
Given that this project was going to give
users the ability to wear digital imprints
of other people’s faces and change them
rapidly, I needed another way to control
the LEDs rather than hard coding each
array which had been my approach for past

VACUUM FORMING

projects. Ideally, I could develop a way to
control the arrays with another piece of
software over a WIFI or bluetooth connection. At first, I was unsure if this was even
possible but after researching, I learned of
DMX512 (Digital Multiplex), Artnet (a communications protocol) and ESP32/ESP8266
(WIFI and Bluetooth enabled micro-controllers).
The process of programming began by testing on a small scale first. Just getting the
ESP32 to connect to WIFI was a mission by
itself but I finally got it to work. Then using
Resolume, a DMX Artnet software, I was
able to digitally rebuild my WS2812B array
and play media. I was amazed and relieved
when it worked. I had been thinking about
how to accomplish this for so long and
looking at it working felt like a huge accomplishment.

TOOLS | Vacuum Former, Plastic, Molding
Material
Creating a professional looking custom
visor could only be achieved with a vacuum
former. Initially, I tried using a 3D printed
piece as the buck but this failed as all the
air was sucked out and it collapsed. I then
made a new buck out of mold material and
was able to get a fantastic visor.

ASSEMBLING LIGHTS TO THE
BASE LAYER
TOOLS | Paint and Hotmelt Glue
The assembly process started with a coat
of black matte paint on the helmet base. I
then hot glued each individual strip to the
helmet. The entire process took hours but
was by far the most exciting due to the fact
that I finally saw the project come to life at
this stage.
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MODELING & SLA 3D
PRINTING OUTER SHELL

MODELING & PLA 3D
PRINTING INNER SHELL

DIFFUSION FACES
TOOLS | After Effects, Resolume, Portraits

TOOLS | Sodium Bicarbonate,

TOOLS | Sodium Bicarbonate,

Superglue, Resin & Sandpaper

Superglue, Resin & Sandpaper

For the outer shell, I needed a material that

The circuitry, exposed microcontroller and

would allow light to pass through but dif-

battery pack needed to be covered. For this,

fuse it just enough to show clarity in imag-

I modeled an inner shell with .25 cm clear-

es. Clear SLA resin prints ended up being

ance for wires and other components to be

the best option. The shell needed to be

hidden. After spray painting and assem-

printed in ten pieces and then assembled

bling the 3D printed pieces, I positioned

with sodium bicarbonate and superglue.

them inside the outer shell one half at a

The pieces were then wet sanded with 800

tim, which gave them a snug fit and clean

grit and then 1200 grit sandpaper and final-

finish. Covers were modeled and printed to

ly attached to the helmet.

be screwed into the inner shell to cover the

from Rijksmuseum
Adding faces to the helmet added the much
needed connective tissue between my critical design artifact and my thesis concept.
This, like the rest of this project will be an
iterative process. I started with a basic diffuser which actually significantly helped in
creating an image given the low-res matrix. Not bad. The feedback I was provided
has prompted me to create either a custom
cloth cover or print a very thin helmet shell
slightly larger than the current setup.

microcontroller but still give me access to
allow for triage. Padding was adhered to the
surface of the inner shell for support and
comfort.
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E V A L U AT I V E R E S E A R C H
In order to prove that the helmet actually works against facial
recognition technology, I put it to the test against my own facial
detection program created with OpenFrameworks. Due to the fact
that the helmet completely covers your head, I was not surprised
that it worked. Further testing will involve leveraging actual API’s
from leading surveillance companies.
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STRESS TESTING

USER TESTING

Using OpenFrameworks’ Computer Vision

After setting up a simple demo with a “Try

libraries allowed me to finally put the hel-

Me” sign and a “Write Your Thoughts” sticky

met to the test against facial recognition

note, like moths to a flame, people came

software. I was pleasantly surprised that

to test the helmet. Young and old, big and

while wearing the helmet, the computer did

small. I did not prompt them or tell them

not at any time detect a face in the camera.

the concept until after they had tried it.
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NEXT STEPS
This process was truly thrilling for me and I am genuinely sad that
it is over. Creating, building, and researching - pushing myself to my
absolute limits in terms of technical and conceptual skills was one
of the toughest and most gratifying experiences of my life. I plan
to continue working in the wearable hardware medium in my post
graduate life and hope to start a business of creating custom pieces
for performance artists.

FURTHER ITERATION

EXHIBITIONS

I found building to be the most exhilirating

I have submitted Antiface into several ex-

part of the thesis process by far. In fact, it’s

hibitions around the world - one of which I

all I wanted to do. Now that I have more

have been accepted into. Currents New

time to build, I will further iterate on Anti-

Media Exhibition which takes place in

face and potentionally look into manufac-

Santa Fe New Mexico has accepted

turing some of the components of Antiface

Antiface and when life returns to normal, I

with injection molds so that I can mass pro-

will continue to build and sumbit future

duce the product on a small scale. I would

iterations of Antiface into exhibitions

love to have performance artists wear Anti-

around the world. World of Wearable Art

face for various mediums.

which takes place in New Zealand is another exhibition that I submitted but was unfortunately canceled this year.
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